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s law firms continue to adapt to
new business imperatives, the role
of legal marketers and business
developers is expanding. You
are tasked with creating more
opportunities to drive revenue
and then demonstrate the
return on investment for your actions.
Well-known software vendors and new players are flooding the market with customer
relationship management (CRM) solutions
to support legal marketing. For any tool to
deliver significant benefits, however, firms
must first address key issues such as:
• Defining the purpose of your CRM
system. With so many systems on the
market, understanding the role of each
is not as straightforward as it once was.
In addition to traditional CRM platforms,
there are many CRM-adjacent technologies that enable risk management,
experience management, objective
management, business planning and
more. It is essential to define what
you want to accomplish and which
system(s) can support your firm.
• Knowing how to manage your data.
CRM systems often fail because data
quality is not addressed out of the gate
or, just as likely, the momentum and
support for managing the data diminish
over time.
• Dealing with initiative overload.
Firms are often guilty of trying to meet

everyone’s needs. Folders and fields
are set up to support the latest initiative,
and as a result, people lose sight of the
basics and doing those well. Whenever
you ask stakeholders, they always want
the basic information, but they want it to
be complete and accurate.
• Remembering that a system implementation is as much a change
management project as it is a
technology project. Plan adequate
time for training and communication.
One size does not fit all, so you’ll need
to tailor your communications based on
the type of user.
How do you navigate through the decision
process to derive the most value from
CRM? Answer these six questions to successfully navigate today’s landscape:

What is the purpose of
your system?
Over the past few years, firms have trended
toward being more focused on sales. Many
have set up client teams, hired client development directors and increased focus on
their pipeline. Previously, most firms implemented CRM systems to manage marketing
lists and contacts or even to just manage the
“dreaded” holiday cards.
The market has responded to this demand with the emergence of systems that
enable firms to manage individual, practice

or sector business plans to track their
activities and their pipeline, and we’re now
even seeing the emergence of platforms to
manage the whole customer experience.
Take the time to clarify the focus of your
system. Are you trying to provide more
automation and dynamism to the marketing process, or are you trying to manage a
sales pipeline? The answer, of course, may
be both and that’s OK. However, different
systems have different specialisms, so being clear about the level of sophistication
you need in each area is critical.

What reports do you need to
drive business?
Historically the focus for CRM has been on
inputs — entering data about clients into
the system. However, firms are now concentrating on the outputs — what insight can
be derived from this data. The challenge
with getting to this insight is that much of
the data you need to do client development
intelligently does not originate in CRM. It
comes from finance, the lawyers’ knowledge
and external data sources. Many firms have
implemented business intelligence (BI) systems, but the focus has been more on the
technology and not the questions that need
to be answered. So, success is as much
based on how you integrate data as what
the CRM system itself needs to do.
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How you will meet the challenge of combining data from multiple sources? Will you
try and pull all that data into your CRM system? If so, does the system have adequate
integration and reporting capabilities?
An alternative that you should consider is
treating your CRM system as a provider of
content to an overall bigger picture.

What are the hooks that you will
use to drive adoption?
Lack of adoption of CRM technology is a
problem in most industries, but it’s the
accepted default amongst professional
services firms. To improve adoption, you
will need to position the system so it meets
at least one of these success criteria:
• It positively impacts compensation
• It is compulsory to use
• It is sufficiently compelling so people
will want to use it
Given these criteria, how are you going
to drive engagement? The challenge for law
firms is that there could be multiple individual businesses operating under one brand

“Success is as much based on how you integrate
data as what the CRM system itself needs to do.”
and they are all very different. A one-sizefits-all approach is not going to work, and
you must understand that from the outset.

not specifically designed for law firms and
build it to meet your needs, or to license a
system specifically built for law firms.

How are people going to use
the system?

What do your clients expect
from you?

The challenge that law firms face when compared to organizations in other sectors is that
CRM systems in those other sectors are being
designed for users who typically perform one
specific function. They can therefore be compelled to adopt technology and can be expected
to behave in ways that can be predicted.
Lawyers are multidisciplinary. They are
practice group heads, business developers,
human resources managers and financial
managers. Designing systems and information for lawyers is different as it needs to take
this multidisciplinary role into consideration.
Therefore your firm needs to decide
whether to choose an off-the-shelf system

There is a temptation to focus too much on
what the firm wants rather than what your
clients want. Clients are more knowledgeable, have higher expectations and are far
less loyal in particular for transactional
work. Therefore, firms must use their institutional relationships and experience to
differentiate yourself from your competitors.

How can you minimize
data entry?
Ultimately, identifying data that can be leveraged elsewhere to enhance performance
is how firms will succeed in today’s busi-
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ness environment. Any system built on the
premise of re-keying information that has
already been entered as part of another
process is destined to fail. In our everyday
use of technology, we are used to levels of
automation that have not been matched
by CRM systems and so, it is no surprise
that users have lost interest. Getting the
right information to the right person at the
right time is vital for a firm’s success. A legal
marketing professional can lead the charge
by identifying key data origination points,
determining who should be responsible for
entering the data, and fostering proper use
and adoption of a CRM system.
Clients want their lawyers to be informed
and prepared when engaging with them. CRM
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systems are designed, when used well, to meet
this exact need. Sharing information with your
colleagues and providing reports to your users
at the right time and in the right way is vital. Is
your firm focusing on features and functions that
are not adding to the client experience? CRM
systems can do many things, but trying to do
too much might lead to you losing focus on the
things that genuinely make a difference. ■

Michael Warren is the vice president
of the CRM practice at Wilson Allen.
He has dedicated his career to helping
professional services firms identify the
critical success factors for their CRM
and then implement simple and
practical measures to achieve them.
He co-founded Stanton Allen, which merged with Wilson
Legal Solutions in 2018 to form Wilson Allen. Previously,
Michael worked with LexisNexis on InterAction projects
and with Tikit in data client services.

The content in this feature correlates directly with the Technology Management domain in the
LMA Body of Knowledge. To dive deeper into this subject area, head to the domain here:
http://bit.ly/LMABoKTechMgmt.

WANT MORE TECH-FOCUSED CONTENT?
CHECK OUT THESE SESSIONS AT P3
•

The Tech-Enhanced Law Firm: Developing Custom Solutions to Supercharge Your Legal
Professionals, by Amy Monaghan (Perkins Coie LLP), Shawn Lillemo (Harrity & Harrity, LLP)

•

Emergence of the Citizen Data Scientist, by James Michael Boyer (Ballard Spahr, LLP)

Visit
legalmarketing.org/
p3-conference
for more details and
registration information.
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